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Your challenges

Trends

Regulation
Regulation can come in many forms, imposed by external agencies and government, or from within the Food and
Beverage sector itself, and can add significant cost and complexity to an organisation. Factory audits and environmental
legislation are just two examples that producers have to be aware of and comply with.
Corporate Social Responsibility
Linked to regulation, but driven also by an organisations desire to improve in areas such as environmental and social policy,
CSR can play an important role in how the consumer perceives a producer, and as such companies and the sector as a
whole are keen to promote themselves in a positive way.

Flexibility

Factory issues
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To cope with the ever increasing product range diversity, machines and lines must be designed and configured to match
the required production demand. Changeover time is a key area that producers look to minimise, also integration of the
line into the overall manufacturing system, ensures even small batch sized production can be accomplished.
Verification
Manufacturers are under increasing pressure to inspect, measure, store and analyse production data, and share it within the
supply chain where required. Automatic data collection can be employed to achieve accurate and reliable monitoring and
recording, providing detailed production information in the event of a recall being required, thereby minimising financial
losses and protecting brand reputation.

Plant control and automation helps protect the assets

of th

ssets
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Globalisation
For economic reasons, manufacturers tend to choose to produce Food and Beverage items close to the consumer. As more markets
develop, the challenge is to standardise the production in terms of productivity, cost and quality under very differing circumstances.
Best practices and expertise need to be shared and standardised, so training and support are key elements to consider when making
investment decisions.
Population and society
A growing, ageing, more health conscious and diversified population creates both opportunities such as new products and formats, but
also challenges in terms of new materials and labelling for Food and Beverage manufacturers. These impact the production capabilities for
producers in terms of shorter production schedules and verification.

Productivity
Directly linking production to the retailer demand is a growing issue. As a result, pressure on line productivity is increasing, meaning
downtime must be constantly reduced, avoiding production disruption and potential penalties. Visualisation plays an important role, both
in an engineering support and production analysis role, and acts as a basis for line improvement programs.
Sustainability
Numerous drivers exist in this area, from new eco-friendly materials to new pack designs - everything to reduce waste and resource usage
to an absolute minimum. Reducing waste also includes minimising scrap at production start up and following stoppages, but also
ensuring quality is measured in line and issues solved quickly.

of the producer; Brand assets, Plant assets and People assets
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Our solution
Information management
Ensuring a production facility runs at optimum capacity and quality levels requires a lot of information. At line level, data
must be gathered in real time from multiple devices onto one platform, and directly communicated to the
manufacturers information network, thereby saving additional hardware costs and complexity. Our Sysmac controller
delivers plant wide monitoring and control capabilities, and with in-built database functionality provides a secure, robust
and easy to implement system
Energy management
For any energy management program, it is vital to monitor and analyse where and when energy is used and to base
decisions on this information, such as reducing extract fan or conveyor speeds to idle whilst production is halted for
short periods of time. Our wide range of energy monitoring automation solutions include sensors for electrical, airflow
and temperature measurement, and all data is shared with the line controller.
Quality inspection
Within the factory environment there are many facets of quality - product, primary and secondary packaging, correct
product/ pack combination and code verification such as date codes. Enabling 100% in-line inspection systems to check
all product parameters is a vital part of reducing scrap and maintaining plant productivity. We have a scalable and diverse
range and vision sensors and systems capable of handling all types of inspection projects.
Traceability
Today's increasingly stringent regulatory framework puts more pressure on producers to record and present traceability
information of their production and to share with the supply chain. Even serialised or unique codes can be applied and
read, meeting the growing demand for production and to share this with the supply chain. By doing so, consumers have
increased confidence and manufacturers can quickly and easily recall items if required, thereby protecting brand
reputation. We provide a complete solution from vision and RFID systems through to controllers with database
functionality.

Raw material

Sec

Primary packaging
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Safety Services
Ever changing safety legislation and regulations, coupled with local geographic variations, present a clear challenge to
both manufacturers and machine builders, both in terms of new build and refurbishment of systems. Whilst maintaining
the appropriate safety levels to protect personnel, safety systems also play an important part in enhancing productivity if
correctly applied. With a comprehensive range of safety services, we can offer support for CE marking, stop time testing
and performance level review and furthermore offer a complete range of safety products ranging from sensors, light
curtains and switches through to controllers.
Robotic product handling
Robots are playing an ever increasingly important role in the Food and Beverage sector. They provide a safer, more flexible,
efficient and hygienic solution to a growing number of diverse projects. Our solution is based on our Sysmac automation
platform, offering Delta type robots that are integrated into the hardware and software environments, along with vision,
safety and motion. This significantly reduces design, build and commissioning tasks and hence costs.

Final packaging
Secondary packaging
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Presence
We have sales and application personnel in every major European country, ready to assist you in implementing your F&B plant project.
Furthermore, as a global manufacturer we can provide our services anywhere in the world. We can arrange local, on-site resources to
provide training, spares and technical support and documentation, all in the local language.

Competence
As a result of our significant R&D expenditure we provide advanced automation solutions. But we realise that sometimes this is not enough
and additional support is required. For example, Sysmac uses open network standards such as EtherNet/IP and EtherCAT to allow products
from other suppliers to be added to a network, knowing that they will work. However if there are issues we can call upon our network of
Tsunagi Laboratories with their expert knowledge in networking, to ensure any risk associated with 3rd party connectivity is minimised.
Competence doesn’t just exist in the end user domain. Every day we work with machine builders honing our understanding of the
complete machine builder / end user relationship, so that we continue to provide products and services required by the Food and Beverage
sector.

Confidence
We fully test and validate an idea, before final implementation at the project stage, in our global network of Automation Technical Centres
[ATC]. By replicating, as close as we can, actual conditions for areas such as product handling, motion control, vision and safety gives us the
confidence that our systems and solutions will exceed your expectations. It also means that throughout the life cycle of the project, we
know we can provide timely support in regard to supplying parts, repair and software upgrades.

Omron at a glance
Listed in Forbes Top 2000 largest companies of the globe
Omron Corporation NASDAQ: OMRNY
Top ranking in Dow Jones Sustainability Index
Thomson Reuters Top 100 Global Innovators

200,000 products ranging
Input, Logic, Output & Safety
Sensing, Control Systems, Visualisation, Drives, Robots,
Safety, Quality Control & Inspection, Control and
Switching Components

6%

Innovation track
record of 80 years
1,200 employees dedicated to R&D
12,500 + issued and pending patents

Annual investment in Research & Development

37,500
Employees worldwide

200

Locations worldwide

22

Countries in EMEA

Working for the
benefit of society
Industrial automation

39%

Automotive components

16%

Electronic & mechanical
components

12%

Healthcare

12%

Other businesses

11%

Social systems,
solutions & services

10%

Packaging Solutions
Our products are designed to increase speed, versatility, performance and safety.
Optimum temperature control for sealing, fast detection and reliable inspection, electronic
line-shaft control, format change at the touch of a button and seamless integration of robots.

Would you like to know more?
OMRON EUROPE
+31 (0) 23 568 13 00
industrial.omron.eu

Sales & Support Offices
Austria
Tel: +43 (0) 2236 377 800
industrial.omron.at

Germany
Tel: +49 (0) 2173 680 00
industrial.omron.de

Portugal
Tel: +351 21 942 94 00
industrial.omron.pt

Turkey
Tel: +90 (216) 556 51 30
industrial.omron.com.tr

Belgium
Tel: +32 (0) 2 466 24 80
industrial.omron.be

Hungary
Tel: +36 1 399 30 50
industrial.omron.hu

Russia
Tel: +7 495 648 94 50
industrial.omron.ru

United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1908 258 258
industrial.omron.co.uk

Czech Republic
Tel: +420 234 602 602
industrial.omron.cz

Italy
Tel: +39 02 326 81
industrial.omron.it

South Africa
Tel: +27 (0)11 579 2600
industrial.omron.co.za

Denmark
Tel: +45 43 44 00 11
industrial.omron.dk

Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 23 568 11 00
industrial.omron.nl

Spain
Tel: +34 902 100 221
industrial.omron.es

Finland
Tel: +358 (0) 207 464 200
industrial.omron.fi

Norway
Tel: +47 22 65 75 00
industrial.omron.no

Sweden
Tel: +46 (0) 8 632 35 00
industrial.omron.se

France
Tel: +33 (0) 1 56 63 70 00
industrial.omron.fr

Poland
Tel: +48 22 458 66 66
industrial.omron.pl

Switzerland
Tel: +41 (0) 41 748 13 13
industrial.omron.ch
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More Omron representatives
industrial.omron.eu

Although we strive for perfection, Omron Europe BV and/or its subsidiary and affiliated companies do not warrant
or make any representations regarding the correctness or completeness of the information described in this document.
We reserve the right to make any changes at any time without prior notice.
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